Dissecting Embryonic Stem Cell Self-Renewal and Differentiation Commitment from Quantitative Models.
To model quantitatively embryonic stem cell (ESC) self-renewal and differentiation by computational approaches, we developed a unified mathematical model for gene expression involved in cell fate choices. Our quantitative model comprised ESC master regulators and lineage-specific pivotal genes. It took the factors of multiple pathways as input and computed expression as a function of intrinsic transcription factors, extrinsic cues, epigenetic modifications, and antagonism between ESC master regulators and lineage-specific pivotal genes. In the model, the differential equations of expression of genes involved in cell fate choices from regulation relationship were established according to the transcription and degradation rates. We applied this model to the Murine ESC self-renewal and differentiation commitment and found that it modeled the expression patterns with good accuracy. Our model analysis revealed that Murine ESC was an attractor state in culture and differentiation was predominantly caused by antagonism between ESC master regulators and lineage-specific pivotal genes. Moreover, antagonism among lineages played a critical role in lineage reprogramming. Our results also uncovered that the ordered expression alteration of ESC master regulators over time had a central role in ESC differentiation fates. Our computational framework was generally applicable to most cell-type maintenance and lineage reprogramming.